
SimTrainer Guest Policy 
Effective May 1, 2016, the following SimTrainer Guest Policy is in effect:  

The purpose of the Guest Policy is to give guests a safe and educational 
experience at the range with the goal of encouraging the guest to become a 
member and use the facility independently. 

Members are permitted to bring guests to the range once the member has been to the 
range at least three times, and the member has demonstrated proper use of the 
range and operation of the equipment. 

Guests are limited to only one visit as a guest. Members are only permitted to bring 
one guest at a time. The exception to this is that members will be permitted to bring 
multiple out-of-town guests at one time; however, members must call the range at least 
48 hours in advance to ensure adequate staff members are available to supervise the 
range. All guests must pay the required $10 guest fee upon arrival at the range. If 
the guest joins the range on the day of the visit, the $10 guest fee will be discounted 
from whichever membership option is chosen. 

Guests must read and sign the Non-Member Waiver form. 

Guests are required to shoot in the same assigned stall as the member and with the 
member in the stall providing direct, arms-reach supervision. Prior to entering the 
range, the member must review the applicable range rules with the guest. Once 
in the range stall, the member must demonstrate to the guest how to safely and 
properly handle each firearm to be shot. This active demonstration is required for 
every guest, regardless of member’s perception of the guest’s competence with the 
firearms being used. The member is responsible for any guest rules violation. 

Guests are restricted to non-magnum caliber rounds in guns owned by the member 
or rented from the range and which the member is experienced in safely 
handling and shooting. Guests are not permitted to shoot any other firearms without 
consent of the staff member on duty. 

Guests are never permitted to shoot fully-automatic firearms. No exceptions. 

Members are responsible for hanging and positioning the target. Guests are not 
permitted to operate the target retrieval system. Members are financially 
responsible for any damage to the target system or any other part of the range. Failure 
to report damage prior to leaving the range session shall be considered a violation of 
the Guest Policy. 

Violations of this Guest Policy may result in suspension or revocation of 
membership privileges. 


